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“There’s  
obviously some 

cannibalization of 
DirecTV Now, but 

it’s fairly nominal.” 
— Randall Stephenson, chairman and CEO of AT&T, speaking 

on last week’s Q1 earnings call. AT&T lost 233,000 U.S. 
pay-TV subs in the period, as DirecTV satellite TV subscriber 

growth flattened and AT&T continued to shed U-verse TV 
subs. DirecTV Now, AT&T’s new OTT TV service, helped to 

offset some of that decline. Most satellite churn was tied to 
consumers with a standalone TV product, he said. 

Cheddar to Mix Some  
OTA With Its OTT
CHEDDAR, THE OTT-FUELED FINANCIAL NEWS SERVICE focused on younger viewers, 
is reportedly adding some over-the-air distribution to the mix.

Bloomberg reported that Cheddar will air some of its programing on digital UHF stations 
in Cleveland; Orlando, Fla.; and Kansas City, Mo.; that reach about 4 million homes.  
Cheddar is renting spectrum from DTV America, the report said.

To aid the effort, Cheddar will distribute digital antennas at area Dunkin’ Donuts stores. Dunkin’ Donuts is one of 
Cheddar’s big sponsors.

Another question is why they’re doing this, given that millennials tend to eschew traditional TV in favor of over-the-
top and mobile platforms.

In an interview with Bloomberg, Cheddar founder Jon Steinberg reasoned that over-the-air gives his service another 
outlet as OTA homes are on the rise, a trend that fits in with a group of cord-cutters and younger consumers who 
have never taken a regular pay TV service.

 “Anywhere we can provide a stream that replicates that cable news viewing experience is where we’re going to 
be,” Steinberg told Bloomberg.

For more from this blog, visit broadcastingcable.com/May1. 
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VIDEOPHILE 
SURVEY: LIVE OTT CONTENT  
WILL ECLIPSE BROADCAST TV  
LIVE OVER-THE-TOP VIDEO viewing is expected to overtake traditional broadcast-TV 
and pay-TV delivered programming, in terms of viewing hours, according to hundreds 
of industry professionals who participated in a survey/study by Level 3 Communica-
tions, Streaming Media and Unisphere Research. 

The 2017 edition of the annual OTT Video Services report, based on answers  
from 486 “media industry professionals” (with 70% based in North America, 16% 
in Europe, 9% in Asia Pacific and 5% from South America), found that nearly 70% 
believe that OTT will cross that threshold no later than 2022. 

The study also asked about the technical challenges faced by live, linear OTT ser-
vices and the most popular response, at 26.8%, was quality of service/quality of experi-
ence, followed by local ad insertion (14.5%), content security (13.3%) and network 
DVR/catch-up services (10.3%).

“Engagement,” at 22.7%, was viewed as the most key performance metric used for 
OTT business decisions, followed by buffering (20.3%), latency/jitter (15.7%), abandon-
ment rate and time-weighted bit rate (both at 14.2%), and video start failures (13.1%). 

Notably, linear channel OTT content was rated as very important to OTT business 
plans by 42% of respondents, ahead of per-event and VOD content. 

About half of respondents said they plan to offer both High Dynamic Range and 
High Frame Rate formats, with one-third saying they were uncertain about 4K or had 
no plans to support 4K. 

— Jeff Baumgartner 

TECH TWEETS
 “Nothing makes sense anymore. -tweeted from my 8track player” 

— Dave Zatz (@davezatz), tech blogger, reacting to news that OTT-focused financial news 
service Cheddar will try to connect further with millennial audiences by offering antennas and 

delivering a portion of its programming over-the-air (see blog). 

“Netflix’s streaming content obligations are now $15.3B, up from 25%  
last year. And yet it seems no one on wall street cares or is worried.”

— Dan Rayburn (@DanRayburn), EVP of StreamingMedia.com  
and principal analyst at Frost & Sullivan, arguing that some news media 
overlook a key (and expensive) cog in Netflix’s streaming business. 

Jeff Baumgartner


